The newly-upgraded Iridium® network provides enhanced reliability for existing products and services.

- Longevity
- Improved Voice Quality
- Higher Capacity
- Global Coverage
- Faster Call Connections
- New Capabilities
Existing Iridium products are forward-compatible with the upgraded network, meaning they will continue to provide reliable communications for years to come.
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The new Iridium® satellites have higher capacity than ever before, which provides more channels for all services. In areas of high congestion, this significantly reduces the risk of dropped calls.
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Upgraded Network. Same Proven Reliability.
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The upgraded network provides increased crosslink and feeder link capacity, which supports significantly higher traffic loads and improves call connectivity speeds.
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Iridium continues to be the largest and only truly global satellite communications company with reliable coverage from pole to pole.
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Iridium continues to be the largest and only truly global satellite communications company with reliable coverage from pole to pole.
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